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Introduction 

The current American Studies Department at Leipzig University is quite young; it was 

established in 1993. Yet, both a scholarly interest in and exchange with North America may 

be traced back at least until the 18th century. Ever since the 1820s the curriculum repeatedly 

included courses that dealt with aspects of American society, and for example in the late 19th 

century a great number of American students registered at Leipzig University. The early 20th 

century witnessed various attempts to recruit professors and adjuncts for course offerings in 

American studies, and after the founding of the German Democratic Republic (GDR) in 1949, 

a separate Department of American Studies was created that was closely connected with the 

Department of English. 

 Even though the field of American Studies is rooted in philology and is nowadays part 

of the Philological Faculty, it is an interdisciplinary cultural study focusing on literature and 

cultural history. Alongside a thorough training in American English and linguistics provided 

by the English Department, the American Studies program at Leipzig University offers a 

comprehensive academic approach to U.S. culture and society by drawing on insights from 

the study of literature, language and cultural history – a fruitful combination. This concept 

corresponds to tendencies in the U.S. and may be traced back to the 19th century, a time when 

in fact German Universities, such as Leipzig, attracted numerous American students.2 The 

goal of this article is to discover the roots of American Studies in various disciplines, and in 

spite of ‘ruptures’ in German history especially in the 20th century to uncover continuity in the 

Leipzig approach to the study of American civilization. 

 

Interest in North American in the 18th and Early 19th Centuries 

As early as in 1775 a German version of the History of the English Colonies in North-

America from the First Discovery of these Lands by Sebastian Cabot until the Peace of 1763 

was published anonymously in Leipzig. This book, written in a lively style, appears to have 

been translated from English by Anton Ernst Klausing, a Leipzig professor.3 Klausing had 

enrolled at Leipzig University in 1746, had graduated on 23 December the following year and 

obtained a Masters Degree in February 1748/49. Since 1765 he had been assistant professor 

antiquitatum sacararum. From 1767 until 1781 he worked at the library Paulina.4 The 
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example suggests that already in the late 18th century intellectuals in Leipzig were interested 

in the United States of America. 

 This interest was mutual, as intellectuals in the U.S. were also eager to learn about 

academic opportunities at Leipzig and possibly to engage in scholarly exchange. For example, 

in 1781 John Foulke, a physician from Philadelphia in Pennsylvania, sent Benjamin Franklin 

an account of his impressions of Leipzig University; Franklin was then American envoy in 

Paris.5 Lewis David von Schweinitz, born in Pennsylvania in 1780, traveled to Europe 

eighteen years later. He was friends with the Leipzig natural historian Christian Friedrich 

Schwägerichen. Possibly in the 1810s von Schweinitz presented him with a list of 1,373 fungi 

of North Carolina.6 In 1822 Schwägerichen published that list as the first substantial work on 

American fungi. Moreover, ever since 1816 – if not earlier – Leipzig’s famous Greek scholar 

Gottfried Hermann received American visitors;7 albeit that by 1844 Theodore Parker 

observed not without traces of irony that Herman talked about America like a book written 

before 1492. He also noted that Hermann knew Theodore Dwight Woolsey (Yale) and 

possibly Cornelius Conway Felton (Harvard), two influential American scholars of Greek and 

university presidents.8 Woolsey had been Hermann’s student at Leipzig in 1827/28.9

 Since the 1820s individuals connected with the University of Leipzig repeatedly 

showed academic interest in the U.S.; the earliest such attempts regarded the establishment of 

English language training. Indeed, Americans may be traced among the instructors in English; 

but only in the late 19th century was a permanent adjunct position of English created. The first 

instructor in English was Johann Gottfried Flügel (1788-1854). Flügel had spent the years 

1810-1819 in the U.S.A. and in 1819 had become an American citizen. In 1824 he was made 

lector publicus in English at Leipzig University. In the spring terms 1831 and 1832 he offered 

a course on Washington Irving’s Sketchbook, thus discussing an American author. 

Furthermore, he published a dictionary that also contained American expressions. The work 

on this oeuvre was continued by his son Felix Flügel (1820-1904). When J. G. Flügel was 

appointed U.S.-Consul in Leipzig in 1839, his teaching career ended.10 In 1830 university 

authorities discussed the question of whether or not to award Flügel with the title of 

‘professor’.11 Eventually, the matter was dropped, partly because of rivalries among the 

faculty.12 In 1839 Dr. Friedrich Ernst Feller turned to Dean Wilhelm Wachsmuth, a supporter 

of the study of the English tongue, asking to be appointed Flügel’s successor.13

 The following years witnessed few activities regarding the United States as a subject 

of scholarly inquiry, but also concerning the introduction of the modern languages English 

and French to the curriculum. As late as in 1876 there did not exist a permanent adjunct 
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position in English. That year Henry James Wolstonholme attempted to change the status quo, 

particularly as there appeared to be a need to offer thorough training in the English language. 

On 28 June 1876 he turned to the Philosophical Faculty of Leipzig University, of which 

philology was a part. He wrote in German: 

I am aware that due to unfortunate experiences several years ago, the Faculty resolved 
not to hire instructors any more, yet I hoped that when provided with proof of the 
necessity for such an instructor, and in case of sufficient evidence for the proficiency of 
the individual, such an aversion might not be irreversible. That indeed there is a need of 
this kind appears to be reflected in the fact – which I also observed as a private teacher – 
that not a few students of modern philology turn to Leipzig, but soon enough leave again 
as they do not find here the practical help necessary for their purposes.14

 
Yet, nothing came of it. Wolstenholme was informed that the “Faculty […] was in no position 

to initiate the recruitment and employment of teachers of the modern languages. He should 

turn to the Ministry of Public Education.”15

 The fate of a German university if closely linked to the attitude of both the Minister of 

Instruction and the government as regards the necessity of educational opportunities. 

Leipzig’s heyday in the late 19th century was preceded by the administration of Minister 

Freiherr Johann Paul von Falkenstein. In cooperation with the Saxon King Johann, an 

enlightened monarch who was interested in education, between 1853 and 1871 von 

Falkenstein turned the University of Leipzig from a ‘second-rate provincial institution’ into 

one of the top institutions of higher learning in the Western world.16 For instance, he called 

faculty to Leipzig on the basis of their academic qualifications.17 He was succeeded from 

1871 until 1891 by Wilhelm von Gerber,18 under whose ‘benevolent neglect’ Leipzig began 

to lose touch with the scientific trends of the 1880s and 1890s, a development that very slowly 

became apparent only since the 1890s.19 Nevertheless, in 1875 a first professorship of English 

was established, and in the 1890s further steps were undertaken to strengthen modern 

philology, as a result of which various course were offered in American Studies. 

 

1875-1917 Establishing the English Department – Increasing Interest in North America 

In 1875 Richard Paul Wülker (1845-1910) was appointed assistant professor of the English 

language and literature; five years later he was made full professor.20 Wülker had several 

American students, such as a future chancellor of Vanderbilt University in Nashville, 

Tennessee, James H. Kirkland, who earned a Ph.D. degree under Wülker in 1885.21 Wülker’s 

disciples also included Ewald Flügel (1863-1914), a grandson of Johann Gottfried Flügel. E. 

Flügel earned a Ph.D. degree in 1887 and from 1888 until 1892 was an adjunct in English at 

Leipzig.22 In the fall term 1888/89 he taught “Introduction to American Literature.”23 Most of 
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the courses he offered dealt, however, with British English and literature. When Wülker 

published a new edition of his History of English Literature in 1906, for the first time it 

included a substantial entry on North-American literature authored by E. Flügel. 24 In the 

spring term 1892 Flügel accepted a call as full professor of English at Stanford University in 

California; yet, he explicitly desired to remain on record as an adjunct at the Philological 

Faculty in Leipzig.25 It illustrates Leipzig’s high reputation at the time, but also certain 

skepticism towards American institutions of higher learning. 

 Besides Wülker, a number of Leipzig scholars were actively engaged in transatlantic 

scholarly exchanges. Above all, with Caspar René Gregory (1846-1917) of Philadelphia the 

Theological Faculty actually had an American on the faculty.26 A student of theology, 

Gregory was a graduate of Princeton University. He played a central role in the American 

colony at Leipzig, as he knew numerous American students, professors, and administrators 

who visited him, and whom he gladly introduced to his Leipzig colleagues. Gregory had 

earned a Ph.D. degree at Leipzig between 1873 and 1876. In 1883 he became adjunct, in the 

fall term 1890/91 he was appointed assistant professor, and since 1891 he had served as full 

honorary professor.27

 The geographer Friedrich Ratzel was greatly interested in America and knew the 

country quite well.28 In the mid-1870s he had traveled through North-America and on the 

basis of his journalistic travel accounts had published a first standard oeuvre on the geography 

of the U.S.A.,29 which was indeed one of the reasons why he was called to Leipzig in 1886. 

His best-known student was a woman, the American Ellen Churchill Semple, who studied 

under him for several semesters in the early 1890s.30 Furthermore, in the fall term 1901 the 

American couple Henrietta Stewart Smith and Joseph Russell Smith heard his lectures.31 

Henrietta would later cooperate with her husband in his research; Russell acclaimed fame in 

geographical economy. In an advanced class on “America,” a course offering at Leipzig from 

1931 to 1933, students giving papers on North-American topics would refer to Smith, e.g., on 

14 Nov. 1933 a paper on the “Economy of Alaska” cited one of Smith’s publications from 

1898, and on 1 Dec. 1932 a paper on the “Geographical Conditions of Cotton Cultivation in 

the United States of North-America” resorted to an oeuvre from 1924.32

 

1904-1914: Adjunct Positions in English – American Instructors 

On 12 May 1897 Wülker and Adolf Birch-Hirschfeld, professor of Romance languages, 

petitioned for the creation of language teaching positions in English and French.33 The Royal 

Saxon Ministry of Culture and Public Education seemed indeed inclined starting in the fall 
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term 1898/99 “to employ an instructor each in the modern French and English languages at 

the University of Leipzig.”34 The early English instructors all were British or Irish subjects. 

Yet, after the turn of the century two American citizens took over: James Jacob Davies, who 

had registered as a student at Leipzig in 1902 and 1904, and Lehre Livingston Dantzler, who 

had enrolled in the fall terms 1904, 1908, and 1911. 

 Davies was originally from Great Britain; he had immigrated to Canada at the age of 

17 and the following year had moved on to the United States. Before traveling to Leipzig for 

further education, he had taught for two years at Bourne in Massachusetts. He had studied at 

Boston University. In Leipzig he studied under Wülker and Eduard Sievers. His dissertation 

was published in 1906.35 From the fall term 1902/03 until the fall term 1907/08 Davies was a 

member of the American Student Club at Leipzig University, which in 1905 was renamed 

British-American Students Club.36 Hence, Davies was in touch with local Anglo-American 

organizational structures, the purpose of which was to create academic networks that would 

be of service in hunting for jobs in higher education back home.37 When the organization was 

founded a second time in 1899, its statutes stated that “the association is to connect both 

socially and intellectually Americans who are studying at this university.”38

 Davies was “appointed Instructor in English and Assistant in the English Department 

at the University of Leipzig starting 1 April 1905 for two years with an annual salary of 1,500 

Marks.”39 On 15 Feb. his contract was renewed for another two years starting 1 April 1907.40 

Generally, instructors and assistants were to serve no longer than for four years. On 27 June 

1908, however, Davies asked to remain installed in his position for an additional semester on 

account of the 500th anniversary of Leipzig University in the summer of 1909. Wülker 

supported the request. On 7 July 1908 Davies received a favorable reply.41 Already in 

December 1904 Wülker had given proof of his high opinion of Davies in a letter to the 

Ministry in Dresden: 

Mr. Davies is a sophisticated and in his manners pleasant man. He speaks delightful 
English that is completely free of American expressions. Moreover, as I was able to 
witness on various occasions, he lectures in a delightful and enthralling way. In positive 
contrast to the former instructor, he has sufficient knowledge of German to communicate 
with his students, which is why one may surely hope that if he is appointed instructor, 
students under his guidance will quickly improve their practical knowledge of English. I 
highly recommend Mr. Davies.42

 
Implied is an underlying fear that the English spoken by an American might be regarded as 

inferior. Be that as it may, Davies offered various courses in American Studies, such as in the 

fall term 1905/06 and in the spring term 1906 a class on Longfellow’s life and writings and in 
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the spring term 1908 a class on Washington Irving. In the fall term 1908/09 he once again 

taught a class on Longfellow, albeit this time “with Outline of American History.”43

 Davies successor starting 1 Oct. 1909 was once again an American, Lehre Dantzler.44 

He stayed for only two years; in 1911 he became professor in the English Department at the 

University of Kentucky. Dantzler was a native of Orangeburg, South Carolina, and thus a 

Southerner. In 1898 and 1900 he had obtained AB and MA degrees from Wofford College in 

Spartanburg, South Carolina; two years later he was awarded a second MA at Vanderbilt 

University.45 As the chancellor of the institution as well as several members of the faculty at 

the time had earned Ph.D. degrees at Leipzig under Wülker’s supervision in the late 1870s 

and 1880s,46 it may be assumed that Dantzler had been advised there to travel to Leipzig. 

Between two Leipzig-stints, Dantzler taught modern languages in South Carolina from 1904 

until 1906. In 1908 he married Mary Hawkins of Waco, Texas; possibly she accompanied him 

to Germany.47 Just like Davies before him, Dantzler was a member of the British-American 

Students Club in the spring term 1909;48 the club ceased to exist that year. 

 Dantzler also taught courses in American Studies. In the fall term 1910/11 he offered 

an overview of American literature, which he continued the following semester, now 

explicitly concentrating on the late 19th century and specifically on Longfellow, Lowell, and 

Emerson. In the fall term 1909/10 Dantzler taught a class on “The Contemporary English 

Drama.”49 One of his students in that course was the American William Carlos Williams, who 

would later acclaim fame as a poet. He was actually a student of medicine at Leipzig – in fact, 

he would earn his living as a gynecologist. While in Leipzig Williams was working on a play 

about Christopher Columbus, at times being so immersed that he would miss his lectures.50 

Thus, while studying in Leipzig, Williams was trying to discover America; put differently, of 

all places he was searching for America in Europe, at the alma mater Lipsiensis. 

 Williams remained in Leipzig for only one term and besides several medical courses 

attended Dantzler’s class. Williams wrote to his brother: 

I met my prof. of Comtemp. Eng. drama and I’m going to call (he invited me)[.] If 
possible I’m going to make a friend of him. He’s young, speaks perfect English and has 
the information I want, he’s full of fun.51

 
Only after a few days did he realize that “Dantzler is an American by the way.”52 In his 

autobiography Williams recollected: 

I took a course in modern British drama at the university, but I didn’t realize it would 
be in English until I went to the first class. I was looking for German. I found instead a 
young instructor with a distinctly southern drawl!53
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Whether Williams did or did not recognize Dantzler as a Southerner from the beginning is up 

to speculation. Be that as it may, Williams remembered that Dantzler introduced him to the 

members of the philological association. Yet, in spite of all that the American poet was 

dreadfully lonely during his Leipzig-semester. 

 

1912-15: Attempts to Establish the Teaching of American History 

The fact that Dantzler offered courses in American Studies insinuates that even under Max 

Förster the United States was of scholarly interest in Leipzig. Förster (1869-1954) was called 

from Halle in the spring term 1910 after Wülker’s death. He stayed from 1910 to 1925,54 thus 

covering the period of World War I, which also meant a difficult time for the English 

Department. In fact, on 7 Aug. 1915 the Dean of the Philosophical Faculty felt obliged to send 

a letter to the Ministry in Dresden, outlining the problems: 

 With the death of [Karl] Lamprecht and with the Geheimer Hofrat Dr. Brandenburg and 
Professors […] Förster […] being called upon to perform their duties in the military, the 
subjects history and especially […] English at the university are momentarily weakened 
to an extent that it is a primary priority to improve the situation for the fall term. A most 
practical solution would be to call professors Brandenburg and Förster back to Leipzig, 
and thus the Faculty petitions the Royal Ministry to act to that effect. Should it appear to 
be for the time being impossible or at least inappropriate to completely release both men 
from the army, it would be a compromise to try to have them transferred to duty in 
Leipzig. […] with regard to Professor Förster it may be pointed out that in his current 
position as a teacher of young recruits in Potsdam, he may well be substituted by officers 
who formerly served as teachers and due to injuries that they received in battle are to 
serve on the ‘home front.’55

 
 That history and English were named in one breath is rather accidental. But documents 

from the Leipzig University Archives dated 1912 such as the draft of a letter to the Ministry in 

Dresden give evidence of the fact that the Philosophical Faculty had planned to suggest the 

“creation of an assistant professorship in Western European and American history.”56 This 

was deemed necessary as the existing chairs focused on German history exclusively. Even 

though “occasionally” classes were taught that centered on the “neighboring peoples,” an 

expert in the field of German history could hardly ever be acquainted with sources and 

historical literature of these neighboring peoples “to the same extent as a researcher who is 

focused on these countries specifically.”57 A historian specialized in Germany 

besides lectures on general and on German history [could] not possibly offer regular 
lectures that present the history of France[,] England, and America as well as their natural 
interconnectedness with the literature and culture of these countries. Yet this is 
particularly important for the training of historians, considering the great importance that 
these peoples and countries have and without doubt will have in the future for the 
development of contemporary constellations. At the same time students of the French and 
English languages will hardly be able to do without […]. At this point they have to rely 
on acquiring such knowledge either by reading in private or by attending a number of 
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various lectures that offer small pieces of the history of these countries besides discussing 
other subjects.58

 
 Thus, Leipzig professors realized among other things that to understand another 

culture, it is not sufficient to learn the language, whereby as in previous years English and 

French were named in one breath. The fact that the U.S.A. was regarded to be a separate 

“neighboring people” illustrates that a serious scholarly interest in the United States continued 

to exist, as may also be derived from the occasional course offerings in American Studies as 

well as the significant American presence in town or trips to the United States on the part of 

faculty members such as the historian Karl Lamprecht.59 Nonetheless, at this point American 

history was removed from the picture. Already in the above-cited draft fears were voiced 

whether “it could be justified that he history of these three in various points rather different 

peoples may be entrusted to one single professor.”60 Indeed, when on 17 Jan. 1913 the request 

was eventually sent to the Ministry in Dresden, it asked merely for the “creation of an 

assistant professorship for French and English history.”61

 

1920s: Aftermath of War and American Guest Lecturers 

From 1925 to 1944 Levin Ludwig Schücking (1878-1964) was Director of the English 

Department; it was during his time as chair that noteworthy activities regarding the 

establishment of American Studies may be traced. Förster had supported Schücking’s 

nomination as his successor, even though some of the faculty members wanted to remove 

Schücking from the list of possible candidates on account of his pacifist and democratic 

convictions.62 In 1933 the option of sending Schücking “on leave” was discussed, however, 

after the Deans of the Philosophical Faculty had protested, he was allowed to stay. After all, 

Schücking was “without doubt the leading scholar in English in Germany, and even in 

England he is recognized as such.”63

 Already in 1921 Förster would have considered accepting a call to Göttingen;64 in the 

spring term 1925 he moved on to Munich as professor of English.65 When he was forced to 

retire prematurely in the mid-1930s, he was offered a guest-professorship in the history of the 

English language at Yale University.66 When he died in the early phase of the Cold War in 

1954, both Leipzig and Munich joined in the mourning. Having received the news of Förster’s 

passing,67 one of Förster’s disciples, Dean Walther Martin in Leipzig, expressed his sorrow 

for the demise of his former teacher in a letter to the Dean of the Philosophical Faculty in 

Munich.68 He received an immediate reply from Dean Prof. Dr. A. Graf Stauffenberg, 

apparently an attempt to undermine the Cold War deadlock in the academic realm: “It is a 

great comfort that both our Philosophical Faculties now join in mutual grief over a scholar of 
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great profile, and I may express the hope that from now on a connection may be realized also 

in other fields of scholarly interest to both our Faculties.”69 It is not known whatever became 

of this hope for cooperation in the 1950s. 

 When Förster occupied the English chair at Leipzig, he had to deal with a world war, 

post-war reconstruction, general misery, and inflation, all of which must have had a negative 

impact on the university. Former American students of the alma mater Lipsiensis organized 

aid for contemporary Leipzig students. For example, on 29 Nov. 1922 at least five alumni 

signed a letter addressed to other American Leipzig alumni asking for donations.70 The 

American students of the Eduard Sievers, professor of German, had collected the necessary 

funds to publish Siever’s latest scholarly undertaking already before that. Sievers thanked 

them in a letter that Bayard Quincy Morgan of the University of Wisconsin forwarded to 

fellow American Sievers-alumni in early January 1922.71 The fact that during the 1920s some 

activity regarding American Studies at Leipzig may be traced might actually partly be 

explained by the fact that former American students displayed such an interest in Leipzig. 

 During the 1920s several American guests visited who agreed to deliver lectures on 

aspects of American culture. For instance, on 17 July 1924 the Dean of the Philological-

Historical Section of the Philosophical Faculty at Leipzig University informed the Ministry in 

Dresden that it would desirable to have “Professor George H. DANTON of Tsing Hua 

College in Pecking [sic] give guest lectures at Leipzig University on modern American and 

Chinese culture and cultural problems. The Faculty desires Professor Danton to speak on 

American conditions in English and on those of China in the German language.”72 

Immediately thereafter it was added that “the Section gives its consent only under the 

condition that no costs will result for the Section and that the Section will not be responsible 

for housing Professor Danton.” A revised version on 26 July resorted to less direct wording: 

“The Section assumes that the question of reimbursing and housing the professor will be 

resolved without the Section’s contribution.”73

 References to financial problems may be found again and again during the 1920s; 

since 1920 attempts had been made to balance the precarious budget by reducing faculty74 – a 

method not unknown to the early 21st century. Yet, these problems do not appear to have had 

a negative impact on Danton’s stay in Leipzig. Besides a lecture on “China – constitution, 

economy, and society since the coming of the republic,” Danton proposed a course in English 

on “American Problems with some reference to their presentation in contemporary American 

literature.” But neither offering was listed in the printed course catalogues. 
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 George Henry Danton did not travel to Leipzig alone. With him were his wife Annina 

Periam Danton and their son Joseph Periam Danton, the latter being enrolled as a student in 

1925/26. Annina had attended Leipzig University in 1902/03 – before women were allowed to 

register – as one of numerous female American auditors, her interest being German. In 1906 

she had obtained a Ph.D. degree at Columbia University, New York, where she must have met 

George Danton, with whom she also cooperated in scholarship. From 1916 until 1925 the 

family lived in China. It may be assumed that Annina was busy during her second Leipzig 

stint in the mid-1920s; unfortunately at this point no sources are available to give a more 

detailed picture of the Danton’s stay in Leipzig.75

 In October 1927 another American traveled to Leipzig for a guest lecture. He was 

Robert Wild of the University of Wisconsin in Madison. In a letter of recommendation it was 

noted that “Madison is a particularly friendly city for Germans. Last winter almost every other 

week a German passing through gave a lecture; almost every German was invited who was 

known to be presently in the United States. […]”76 The lecture was scheduled for 18 Nov. 

1927; Wild discussed “Three Great German-Americans – Franz Lieber, Gustav Körner, Carl 

Schurz.”77 A supper “with Ladies” followed in Hotel Kaiserhof, Georgiring 7, at 3,50 

Reichsmark per plate. Another guest was in 1929/30 the Indian-American professor of history 

and sociology M. N. Chatterjee of Antioch College in Springfield, Ohio.78

 

1929-1932: Trying to Establish an Adjunct Position and a Professorship 

In the late 1920s Schücking was to some extent successful in his attempts to establish 

American Studies independently. For example, on 20 June 1930 he petitioned the Dean of the 

Philosophical Faculty for permission “to request that the man, who was currently offering 

American classes and lectures in the English Department, should be allowed to list these 

courses in the course catalogue.”79 A note on this letter dated 2 July 1930 stated: “The 

creation of an adjunct position in American Studies in the English Department is desirable. 

Prof. Schücking’s request to this effect should be forwarded with recommendation.” Possibly 

encouraged by this success, Schücking ventured to ask that more adjuncts in English be hired: 

on 11 July 1930 he suggested that on account of growing student numbers the Ministry for the 

People’s Education increase the number of instructors in English from two to five.80

 The identity of the ‘man’ who ‘was currently offering American classes and lectures’ 

in the English Department is revealed in a letter from the University of Oregon in Eugene 

early in 1935. On 3 Feb. the Director of the Department of German at Oregon, F. G. G. 
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Schmidt, turned to the Dean of the Philosophical Faculty at Leipzig with the following 

request: 

 I have here the letter of application by one Dr. phil. Sam Nock. 
 The person in question claims to have held a professorship in American literature and 
language at your university in the spring of 1929, 1930, 1931, and 1932. 
 I am interested to learn if and to what extent this is true, also how successful he was 
and finally if he is of the Jewish race.81

 
The letter was also forwarded to Schücking, who answered on 3 March.82 The Dean copied 

Schücking’s reply in a letter to Oregon which he mailed three days later:  

Regarding your inquiry of 3 February 35 I would like to inform you that Dr. S. Nock was 
employed in the English Department of the university as adjunct in American Studies 
during the period in question. Dr. Nock was excellently qualified in terms of previous 
education and good training in practical phonetics, so that he was able to point out to his 
students the specifics of American English. He also lectured on American literature and 
was well liked for his personal, humorous style. As far as I know he is not of Jewish 
descent.83

 
No further correspondence exists in this regard. An inquiry at the University of Oregon in 

Eugene revealed that Nock was not affiliated with the institution in the 1930s.84

 From the spring term 1931 until the spring term 1932 Nock taught courses in the 

Leipzig English Department. In the spring term 1931 he dealt with “American Institutions.” 

He also offered three exercises in “American Speech,” “Hawthorne and Poe” as well as 

“American Poetry.” The following fall he examined “American Civilization” and offered 

exercises in “American Speech,” “The Critical Spirit in Present-Day America,” and “Some 

New England Writers.” In the spring term 1932 he turned to “American Literature” as well as 

to exercises on “Modern American Writers,” “Mark Twain,” and once again “American 

Speech.”85 In 1932 Nock was a member of the committee preparing festivities in Leipzig on 

the occasion of the 200th birthday of George Washington. The committee was headed by U.S. 

Consul Ralph C. Busser.86

 In his attempts to establish American Studies, Schücking did not content himself to 

have a young American scholar hired as an instructor to teach a few courses. He was 

simultaneously busy lobbying for another professorship in English with explicit focus on 

America. It all started when Geheimrat Bethe retired in October 1930. Yet, because of 

financial difficulty, no successor was eventually installed. After Hitler’s ascent to power and a 

decline in student numbers, Schücking had to concede to the Ministry for the People’s 

Education that the number of faculty would have to be reduced.87

 Bethe was a Greek scholar. When he retired, however, the Philosophical Faculty in 

Leipzig requested that rather than searching for another Greek scholar, the Ministry for the 

People’s Education in Dresden should turn the position in question into a professorship of 
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modern philology, i.e., English.88 A similar reorganization of philology in favor of 

contemporary languages had occurred during the 1870s when for instance a professorship of 

English was created for the first time. But back then Leipzig had experienced a heyday, 

whereas the 1920s were marked by monetary constraints. 

 At least willingness may be noted to keep up with latest tendencies. The Ministry 

accepted the suggestion to transfer Bethe’s position to the English Department; however, they 

took advantage of the occasion to change the full professorship into an assistant professorship, 

announcing that the same was to happen to a professorship in Romance languages that was 

vacant at the time.89 That this might arouse certain rivalries was not foreseen. To the contrary, 

on 25 June 1931 the Philosophical Faculty optimistically turned to Dresden with specific 

ideas regarding the new professorship in English: 

It must be of primary importance to the Faculty to recruit an excellent scholar, who 
would be able to deal with the special task at hand, i.e., besides expertise in the usual 
sense he should be capable of satisfying the new expectations regarding American 
Studies. Unfortunately, the faculty was unable to find a suitable candidate among the 
younger English adjuncts in Germany who might be entrusted with the task in good 
conscience. For this reason the Faculty nominates S. B. Liljegren, full professor at the 
University of Greifswald.90

 
The letter was apparently drafted by Schücking, who at the time must have been traveling in 

the United States.91 Sten Bodvar Liljegren had also been in the U.S. in 1930/31, giving 

lectures at Columbia University in New York. Since 1926 he had been affiliated with 

Greifswald. He was born in Sweden in 1885 and had earned his Ph.D. degree in Lund. 

Schücking pointed out that Liljegren was particularly suited for the new position at Leipzig, 

as he had completed a study “on the Anglo-American Henry James” in 1920, “in which it is 

attempted to trace American and British influences on this writer, as well as Russian such as 

Turgeniev’s influences on the art of Henry James.”92

 Things looked promising. Already in September 1931 the Ministry began negotiations 

with Liljegren “regarding a third professorship in English,” whereas “the fate of the second 

professorship in Romance languages continues to be uncertain.”93 But by October the tide had 

turned. Apparently another meeting regarding the professorship in Romance languages had 

taken place in early September, even though the representative of the English Department 

(Schücking) was on vacation. Following the meeting a letter was sent to the Ministry, asking 

that proceedings to call Liljegren to Leipzig be stopped until a suitable candidate was found to 

occupy the chair in Romance languages. The Ministry understood this to be a hint that the 

professorship in English was needed less urgently, and thus decided to dispose of it. 
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Schücking protested.94 In the long run Schücking had to accept the setback; on 17 October 

1931 he conceded “after a long discussion.”95

 In spite of this failure, Liljegren remained in touch with German American studies 

programs. From 1926 until 1939 he was affiliated with Greifswald as a full professor; from 

1954 until 1957 he returned there as visiting professor.96 After World War II we find 

Liljegren as professor of Canadian Studies in Uppsala, Sweden. He was in contact with 

Leipzig: in 1954 Schücking’s successor Walther Martin was invited to a conference in Berlin 

at which Liljegren was scheduled to give a paper on “Leatherstocking and Parcival.”97 Martin 

subsequently lobbied to bring Liljegren to Leipzig for a lecture.98

 

American Studies Guest Lecturers during the Third Rich 

In spite of Hitler’s ascent to power, scholarly exchanges with the United States may be traced, 

albeit on a smaller scale. In 1937 several guest lectures were given in American Studies. They 

should be discussed in the wider political context. Schücking was definitely no supporter of 

the Nazi-regime; he neglected to use the ‘Heil Hitler’ in his correspondence. That the 

presence of visiting American lecturers might be a source of conflict may be derived from a 

proclamation issued by the Reich and Prussian Minister of Science, Instruction, and the 

People’s Education on 9 January 1935, which refers to foreign professors and dignitaries 

“who belong to a group of foreigners who from the point of view of cultural politics are not 

desired as guests or as lecturers at German institutions of higher learning in national socialist 

Germany because of their political attitudes or also because of their scholarly 

achievements.”99 If a foreigner were to lecture, a permission was to be obtained beforehand, 

which would only be granted on the basis of detailed documentation of the individual cases. 

 On 12 May 1937 Prof. William Werkmeister of the University of Nebraska lectured on 

the “Contemporary Main Currents in American Philosophy.”100 On 22 June 1937 Prof. 

Leonid Strakhovsky of Georgetown University in Washington, D.C., gave a paper on “U.S. 

Foreign Policy in the Past Few Years;” the Rector of Leipzig University recommended that 

students and faculty made a good showing on the occasion.101 He pointed out that 

Strakhovsky was planning to “give lectures on ‘The New Germany’ the following semester to 

an audience that for the most part would be made up of prospective members of the American 

Foreign Service.”102

 In December 1937 the U.S. ambassador William Dodd visited for a lecture; he was a 

historian and had earned a Ph.D. degree in Leipzig. According to the invitation which the 

Rector sent to the Dean of the Philosophical Faculty, the lecture was to be followed by a 
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simple reception in the Gesellschaft Harmonie, Rossplatz 5b, in a small circle of invitees. 

Guests were to wear a dark suit or a uniform.103 Ironically, the Dean of the Philological-

Historical Section of the Philosophical Faculty was named ‘Bräunlich,’ which means ‘a shade 

of brown.’ He responded on 6 Dec. that he would attend.104 The topic of Dodd’s lecture was 

also heavy with meaning: “George Washington and his Meaning to American History.”105 In 

1932 Leipzig had celebrated George Washington’s 200th birthday; among the list of 

distinguished guests to the festivities had been the Rector of Leipzig University Theodor Litt 

and representatives of the U.S. Consulate.106 By 1937 the scene had changed dramatically. 

Dodd was recalled to the United States shortly thereafter. Until his death in 1940 he was busy 

informing the American public about the ‘brown danger’ in Germany.107  

 

Restructuring During the Post-World War II Period 

In spite of the destruction of university buildings and book publishing houses,108 the 

immediate post-war period allowed for a continuation of Leipzig-American relations, as is 

apparent in a letter which Wülker’s son sent to the American Lane Cooper on 1 Jan. 1950. 

Wülker’s son had moved to Hanover after World War II. Occasion for his letter was a trip to 

Leipzig only a few weeks before the creation of the German Democratic Republic. He wrote: 

Last August […] I had business to attend to in Berlin, and I obtained a passport with a 
permission also to travel to Weimar […]. Naturally, I traveled via Leipzig. It was a sad 
sight to see the city destroyed. The beautiful university burnt down, the new theater too, 
and also the museum. The main post office was destroyed completely, the Café Felsche is 
gone, and only the university church and a few department stores are left at the 
Augustusplatz (which has of course been renamed Karl-Marx-Platz!)[.] The old theater is 
no more, and numerous other buildings which one had known for decades. Our little old 
house in the suburb Gohlis is still standing, and I also found my father’s burial place with 
the gravestone. Only the people, which one used to know, are missing everywhere –  with 
the exception of a few childhood friends I did not see any familiar faces.109

 
Copper had obtained a Ph.D. degree under Wülker in 1901;110 he had also studied at Rutgers, 

Columbia University, Yale University, and Berlin. He was affiliated with Cornell University 

in Ithaca, New York.111 In the spring term 1901 he had been a member of the American 

Students Club at Leipzig.112 Thus, he personified a period when Leipzig had been an 

educational Mecca for U.S. students. Evidently, this experience had played such a significant 

role in his life that almost four decades after the passing of his Leipzig professor he was still 

in touch with his descendants; he sent them CARE-parcels in 1947.113

 Continuity may also be observed at Leipzig University. Until his departure for Vienna 

on 15 Oct. 1948, Leo von Hibler taught American Studies. He was Austrian, married to an 

Englishwoman, and had earned a second Ph.D. degree (Habilitation) in English at Prague in 

1925. From January 1929 until September 1932 he had been assistant professor of English 
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and American business language and economy at the Leipzig Business School (a separate 

establishment from the university). He subsequently had been called as full professor of the 

English language and literature to the Section of Cultural Studies at the Technical University 

in Dresden. After his retirement from Dresden in October 1936, he returned to the Leipzig 

Business School and simultaneously served as the school’s second Director of the Institute of 

Translation. Since the fall term 1944/45 he had been Acting Director of the latter 

institution.114 He returned to Leipzig on 24 Oct. 1945, having been “surprised by the collapse 

in Salzburg.” As “Acting second Director of the Institute of Translation up to then,” he was 

now “in charge of the institution,” as the director had passed away in the mean time.115

 In January 1946 the Dean of the Philological-Historical Section of the Philosophical 

Faculty informed the Administration of Saxony in Dresden that at the University of Leipzig 

“due to the death of the former chair (Prof. Borowski)” the professorship of English language 

and literature was vacant, and that “by resorting to the full professorship of English at the 

Business School in Leipzig” a full professorship should be created at Leipzig University at the 

fastest possible speed, while simultaneously the chair that had been occupied by Schücking 

was to remain vacant, as for the time being with Leo von Hibler only one qualified candidate 

was available.116 The idea was accepted and realized quickly. On 22 May 1946 von Hibler 

moved into the office of the Director of the English Department located in the Amtsgericht 

(courthouse), Peterssteinweg 8. It was requested that Prof. Hibler would soon be officially 

appointed, “especially as it is unlikely that Prof. Schücking will return, who, as I hear, has 

received a call to Munich.”117 Yet, already in October 1946 von Hibler himself was called to 

Vienna, and he was inclined to accept the offer.118 On account of difficulty in making travel 

arrangements in occupied Germany, he did not leave until 1948.119 Attempts to induce von 

Hibler to stay in Leipzig were little successful.120

 For the most part von Hibler’s few publications were in the field of American Studies. 

In 1935 he had completed an article on “Sinclair Lewis and the American economy,” in 1938 

“The Railroad Trust in recent political novels in America,” and a year later “Mark Twain and 

the German language;” Most of his writings were printed in the journal Anglia or in the 

Germanisch-Romanischen Monatszeitschrift.121 Von Hibler also offered a number of courses 

in American Studies. In the spring term 1946 he discussed “The U.S.A. today: People and 

State (in English)” as well as “Exercises on English and American Poetry.”122 He might have 

taught additional classes that were not listed in the course catalogue as ever since late 1946 

his departure for Vienna was pending. 
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 Since 1948 Karl-Heinz Schönfelder had been entrusted with exercises accompanying 

the main lectures. He was supposed to “explore the socialist aspect of modern American 

literature and to deal with the modern American every-day language.”123 He thus succeeded 

von Hibler in as far as he offered courses on American literature and language. During the 

1950s he represented American Studies at Leipzig.124 Schönfelder may be regarded as the 

actual founder of the Leipzig American Studies Department. At the same time, since 1 April 

1950 Walther Martin (1902-1974) headed the English Department. He had studied German 

and English philology, history, and philosophy in Marburg, Munich, and Leipzig, had studied 

in England in 1929, and from 1925 until 30 Sep. 1945 had been a school teacher – excepting 

the period when he had served in the military (Wehrmacht). During the war his task had been 

to train translators. Since the fall term 1945 he had been affiliated with the Technical 

University in Dresden, offering preparatory university courses for adults. Furthermore, he had 

taught methodology in the Pedagogical Faculty as well as translation workshops.125 Martin 

was in charge of the Leipzig English Department from 1950 until 1967. 

 

GDR: Balancing Socialist Doctrines with Academic Freedom 

Already Schücking had hoped to establish a chair in American Studies; under Martin the plan 

was finally realized: on 1 April 1955 a section American Studies was created in the section 

English Language and Literature; it was headed by Schönfelder and Eberhard Brüning.126 

Effective on 1 Dec. 1956 a “Department of English and American Studies” was founded.127 

When Martin retired in 1967, he proposed to create two independent departments, and thus to 

install two rather than one successor. The idea was carried out. Hence, on 1 Sep. 1967 

Brüning became Director of the English and American Studies Department and head of the 

section American Studies, while Georg Seehase headed the English section.128

 Schönfelder had earned a Ph.D. degree in 1950 with a dissertation on “Sinclair Lewis 

as Social and Cultural Critic.” Four years later he had presented his second dissertation on 

“Problems Regarding the Mixing of Peoples and Languages,” which included a discussion of 

“German Words in American English.”129 Even though he was called to Jena in 1956, he 

continued to represent American Studies at Leipzig as a visiting professor.130 Yet, he was no 

longer alone. In April 1953 Martin petitioned the Rector to accord his assistant, Brüning, a 

reward, “on account of his excellent achievements in carrying out the curriculum and for 

independently offering lectures on American language and literature.”131 Both Brüning and 

Schönfelder had been American prisoners of war.132 Brüning would shape the Leipzig 

American Studies Program until his retirement in 1990, since the fall term 1959/60 as adjunct 
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and since 1963 as professor. He was awarded a Ph.D. degree in 1954 with a dissertation on 

“Albert Maltz – An American Proletarian Writer” and in 1961 completed a second 

dissertation on “American Drama in the 1930s.” According to a report by Martin, also in 1954 

numerous new monographs and literary works were obtained from Western Germany and the 

Western world.133

 The institutional beginnings of the Leipzig American Studies Program may be traced 

back to the early GDR, which raises the question to which extent American Studies served as 

a means to explore the ‘ideological enemy’ in the Cold War. Indeed, at the time the program 

was not so much seen as an opportunity to comprehensively study American culture. Instead, 

the goal was to search for ‘progressive tendencies’ that were in accordance with communist 

ideology. As Martin wrote in the “Plan 1965 of the Department of English and American 

Studies on the Basis of the Plan-Directive of Karl-Marx-University”: 

In instruction and research the Department of English/American Studies answers the 
needs of our socialist reality. […] 
Within the framework of the central university focal point of our Faculty (problems of 
socialist realism in literature and art, especially since 1945), according to the prospective 
plan until 1970 the Department of English and American Studies examines the 
contribution of English and American literature to the socialist world literature. 
We assume as a starting point that socialist realism has become a global phenomenon as 
an expression of progressive, artistic creation and search on the part of humanity. The 
most important research task of the Department in the realm of literary criticism is a 
thorough analysis of the works, the opus and developments of authors, the tendencies in 
evolution of literary and esthetic problems in the field of English and American literature, 
in which a specific development of socialist realism under capitalist circumstances is 
manifest.134

 
On the prescribed ideological level the main interest was not the comprehensive examination 

of certain oeuvres, but the desire to integrate parts of Anglo-American literature into a 

socialist world order. 

 The reality of the American Studies program at Leipzig was a little different. In the 

analysis of the year 1964/65, Martin noted that among the students who majored in English, 

“deficiencies” might be observed, “as students in the past year still mainly focused one-

sidedly on their examinations and during examination period regarded socialist instruction as 

an unnecessary strain.”135 The following year the situation had not improved: 

Both graduate and undergraduate students accept dialectic materialism as the basis for 
scholarly and academic work and consider this to be the only correct scientific method. 
Yet, to accept this as a logical application to every-day life appears to be much more 
challenging and is still not yet carried out to the last.136

 
Neither were there any path-breaking victories cited in the “Report on the Instruction of 

Students from the Point of View of Class” dated spring term 1967. Among the first year 

students there were “difficulties in some groups, as different students wanted to separate 
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political from factual knowledge.and [sic] showed little interest in studying newspapers. This 

led to difficulties that were particularly apparent in the subject Conversation.” 137

The task of creating socialist beings by way of instruction was an ongoing challenge. 

For the faculty it meant a permanent balancing act between a necessary compliance with 

ideological mandates on the one hand and personal academic freedom on the other, though 

individual faculty members might not necessarily have been aware of this. Brüning noted in a 

brief, personal history of the Leipzig American Studies Department during GDR times: 

During the four decades of American Studies in the GDR, no noteworthy activities 
regarding a criticism of the existing regime may be detected in Leipzig; neither was there 
any notable opposition against the ideological framework set by the state and the 
Socialist Union Party regarding research and instruction. Conscious or subconscious 
compliance with the regime will have to be acknowledged, although occasional attempts 
might be noted generously to take advantage of certain freedoms of this less prominent 
discipline and to risk undermining restrictions.138

 
The special conditions under which the American Studies Department functioned during GDR 

times should not exclusively be regarded as a disadvantage. Ironically, as Rainer Schnoor 

observed, they did have certain advantages: 

The American Studies affiliates benefited from the subject-related and institutional 
limitations by turning them into a justification for their existence. In a period when such 
topics were not quite appropriate in the U.S.A. and in the American Studies programs in 
Western Germany due to McCarthyism and anti-communism, the American Studies 
programs in the GDR explored critical social, progressive, and proletarian literature as 
well as a few classical authors of the 19th century.139

 
Between 1950 and 1990 the Leipzig American Studies Department thus contributed to filling 

gaps in scholarship that were circumvented in the West; albeit that to a certain degree a 

specific image of America was deliberately searched and actually found. But as Catrin 

Gersdorf remembered in 1996, hard-core East-German propaganda articles140 were not 

included in the Leipzig reading lists.141

 In the mid-1960s the “majority of faculty members of the Department of English and 

American Studies [… were interested in…] the subject of contemporary English and 

American literature.”142 Furthermore, another field of specialization was “the dirty war in 

Vietnam[,] and the international struggle against this war was discussed as part of the political 

instruction in language courses by younger faculty.”143 Among other novels, J. D. Salinger’s 

Catcher in the Rye was included in the curriculum.144 In addition to that, in late 1963 the 

English adjunct Mr. L. Goldman agreed to 

revive the Drama Group in the English Department and to continue on a higher plane. In 
the center of interest there will be contemporary plays by progressive English and 
American authors. In this way students will get a chance to get immersed in 
contemporary English and American drama and thus will connect theory with practical 
application of the interpretation of plays.145
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According to the course catalogues, ever since the 1950s lectures were offered that gave 

general overviews for students from first to fifth year. They mainly had American literature as 

a subject, but occasionally also American English. Moreover, courses on American history 

had been offered since the spring term 1953, e.g., by Schönfelder and since the spring term 

1956 by Brüning. Brüning also repeatedly taught classes in American Slang, starting in the 

spring term 1960. Since the fall term 1962/63 advanced students could sign up for cultural 

studies U.S.A., which was initially offered by Brüning and since the fall term 1965/66 

repeatedly by Heinz Förster.146

 

Trips to the U.S.A., American Visitors, Relations with American Universities 

More or less intense contacts on the part of the Leipzig American Studies Department with 

the United States also existed during the Cold War. Yet, at least in later years the fact that in 

the late 19th and early 20th centuries numerous prospective American professors and 

university presidents had studied at the alma mater Lipsiensis was almost forgotten.147 In the 

United States there existed a marked interest to learn what exactly was being taught and 

researched at Leipzig. For example, in October 1955 The Modern Language Association of 

America, with its headquarters in New York City, informed Leipzig that it would publish 

“once every two years a list of the planned works as well as works in progress which should 

be of use to scholars in various ways.” They relied on assistance as regarded “possible entries 

and contributions,” and especially “the assistance of professors and department chairs who are 

teaching modern languages in universities, colleges, institutions, and seminaries.”148

 Whereas during the 1950s the faculty of the Leipzig English and American Studies 

Department had traveled to Western Europe, in the 1960s the United States increasingly 

became a reality as a destination. The main argument in favor of such trips was the idea that it 

would not be possible to study the United States as an academic discipline without actually 

having traveled to that country. In 1961 Martin received the following letter from a childhood 

friend who was then living in the U.S.A.: 

I’m delighted to hear that you were able once again to polish your English skills during a 
visit to England. Yet as an American I must tell you that for a professor of English a visit 
to America is much more important than a visit to England. I therefore hope that in 1962 
you’ll be able to travel to the United States, and I’d like to invite you most cordially to 
come to Los Angeles and stay with us. I’m convinced that you wouldn’t regret a visit to 
Lost Angeles, as the West coast has increasingly gained in importance during the 20 
years of my American existence. My selfish wish to see you again after 24 years, to 
reminisce, and to exchange new ideas, certainly plays a role in inviting you.149
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Indeed, Martin applied for a one or two months’ trip to the United States. In justifying his 

desire to see the U.S., Martin also referred to the author of the above letter, the psychiatrist 

Joachim Haenel, who had emigrated in 1938; “I certainly would be in a position to find points 

of mutual interest in scholarly as well as cultural-political respects.”150 Martin pointed out 

how important such a journey would be both linguistically and culturally. As a possibly date 

for the trip he suggested June 1963. According to a note written on the letter and dated 10 

May 1962, the Dean of the Philosophical Faculty backed the scheme. 

 That an interest in an academic exchange existed may also be inferred from the fact 

that American lecturers continued to visit Leipzig. In the mid-1960s Annette Teta Rubinstein 

gave guest lectures.151 For the spring term 1967 the option of a visit from Professor Carl Bode 

of the University of Maryland was discussed.152 In late 1961 the question arose of adding the 

sociologist and economist Andreas Gunther Frank as a visiting professor to the history 

faculty. He was a son of the writer Leonhard Frank, both of whom had fled to America in the 

1930s. A. G. Frank had not acquired U.S. citizenship and up to 1961 had been affiliated with 

Michigan State University. For a year he had been touring Cuba and African states. He was 

interested in “studying Marxism more thoroughly in a country where that opportunity 

exists.”153

 When relations between East and West became less tense and the GDR was eventually 

recognized by the United States, relations with American scholars and institutions became 

more intense. In the 1970s Leipzig began receiving regular flyers announcing “Fellowships 

for Research in the United States of America” from the American Council of Learned 

Societies.154 Moreover, several visits to and from Kent State University in Ohio resulted in an 

official treaty between that institution and Karl-Marx-University in Leipzig (KMU). Mark 

Rubin remembered that after a preliminary agreement had been signed, a sort of Gentleman’s 

Agreement existed to the effect that further steps would be undertaken only after the U.S.A. 

and the GDR had established diplomatic relations.155 Already in 1973 Brüning had traveled to 

Kent, and, as may be inferred from the following later by the President of Kent State 

University, Glenn A. Olds, had also established personal relations: 

Dear Professor Dr. Bruning: 
What a delight it was to have you as the guest of Kent State University. Mrs. Olds and I 
were so pleased that we could have at least a brief period personally with you. 

We were both deeply moved by your lovely and thoughtful gift of the Brecht 
recordings, which we will listen to with great appreciation and fond memories. 

We hope very much this may be the beginning of a long and fruitful association 
between your University and ours, and personally. If there are any ways in which we can 
facilitate the enrichment of that relation in another and early visit from you when there is 
more time to share with you, we hope we may hear from you. 
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Mrs. Olds joins me, along with the whole University community, in expressing our 
special gratitude for your visit and for your generosity. 

Cordially, Glenn A. Olds, President.156

 
During the 1980s the cooperation and exchanges with Kent were not restricted to the 

American Studies Department; however, the latter deserves recognition for initiating all that. 

 The treaty of cooperation between Kent and KMU included among other things the 

“regular exchange of information and literature as well as an exchange of scholars and 

scientists on lecture study tours.”157 According to the newsletter of the German Association of 

American Studies (DGfA), this official cooperation with the Leipzig American Studies 

Department was in effect until 1996. In 1982 Sydney T. Krause, professor of American 

literature, was the first exchange professor from Kent to spend six weeks at KMU. He taught 

several courses, whereby his interest centered on Mark Twain, Stephen Crane, and Sherwood 

Anderson; Krause was specialized in realism and naturalism. In his spare time Krause went 

jogging in the streets and parks of Leipzig, which was interesting enough to be included in a 

journalistic article about him.158

 Heinz Förster visited Kent from 25 May until 8 July 1983. Just like during a previous 

visit to the University Bowling Green in Ohio in 1977, he was interested above all in popular 

culture.159 In the fall of 1985 Brüning was planning another visit to Kent, this time intending 

also to attend a conference in Madison.160 Brüning was invited to Kent from 18 April until 2 

May 1988 in order to plan a series of international colloquia;161 a first such colloquium had 

taken place at Leipzig in the spring of 1987. Its topic had been “American Realism – Then 

and Now.”162 From 20 to 22 April 1989 Kent hosted an international conference in 

collaboration with KMU, the title being “American Literature: International Themes and 

Implications.” Brüning and Eva Maria Manske represented Leipzig on the occasion. A third 

conference was to take place at Leipzig in 1991.163

 During the 1980s several faculty members and also graduate students traveled to the 

United States. For example, Gabriele Pisarz – i.e., Gabriele Pisarz-Ramírez who until today 

teaches and researches in Leipzig – visited the State University of New York in Binghamton 

and also Kent from 15 Jan. until 16 July 1988. Her 17-page report once again had to master 

the balancing act between ideological expectations and personal research interests. Manske, 

who had earned a Ph.D. degree in the fall term 1974/75 and who at that point was assistant in 

American Studies,164 at about the same time as Pisarz traveled to Washington and Buffalo.165 

In the spring term 1991 – by now professor – Manske hosted Professor Wayne E. Kvam of 

Kent State University, who was then a visiting professor in Leipzig.166 In the fall term 

1999/2000 Kvam returned as visiting professor.167
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Reorganization after the German Reunification 

It is a strange coincident that in 1990 the first mentioning of East German American Studies 

departments in the at the time West German newsletter of the DGfA turned into a goodbye 

greeting for Eberhard Brüning, who retired that year; a colloquium in his honor had taken 

place on the occasion of his 65th birthday.168 In July 2005 Hartmut Keil organized a reception 

celebrating his predecessor Brüning’s 80th birthday. A commemorative volume with essays by 

his disciples was published; the Rector of the University of Leipzig, Franz Häuser, spoke 

words of gratitude.169 It illustrates that the achievements of the Leipzig American Studies 

Department during GDR times were valued in spite of all reorganization after the German 

reunification. Indeed, continuity particularly with regard of research interests may be noted, 

and a few affiliates continue to be part of the American Studies faculty. 

 On Brüning’s initiative preliminary talks were conducted at Leipzig in January 1990 

concerning the creation of an American Studies Association in the GDR; such an organization 

was indeed established in Berlin on 15 March. Brüning became its first chairman. In June 

before the German reunification a small group of GDR American Studies professors traveled 

to the annual meeting of the DGfA in Bonn. 

They received a warm welcome and met with interest. Numerous contacts were 
established. Still, the invitees felt a little bit like E.T. It seemed to be too big a difference 
between the small pond of American Studies in the GDR with seven institutions and the 
considerable lake of fifty institutions that dealt with American Studies at universities in 
Western Germany.170

 
It was Anne Koenen among others who with her “pragmatic-humorous approach pleasantly” 

differed from some of her West German colleagues and who lobbied for a “user-friendly” 

cooperation.171

 Today’s Department of American Studies was founded in 1993, at a time when 

according to Rainer Schnoor a period of “general financial difficulty” set in, which proved to 

be an obstacle and brought along frustration.172 It appears that not even a DGfA newsletter 

was printed that year. In the report published in 1994 Eva Manske no longer held a chair in 

Leipzig. Anne Koenen has since been professor of American literature at Leipzig. Since the 

fall term 1994/95 Hartmut Keil has held the chair of American cultural history. The course 

offerings are usually supplemented thanks to visiting professors. Most recently they included 

Crister Garrett (since 2004/05), who had been a visiting professor in Leipzig a first time in 

1997/98, John Boles of Rice University (Fulbright, fall term 2005/06), and Madeleine Vala of 

the University of Michigan in Ann Arbor (Fulbright, spring term 2006). 
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 Research centers on ethnicity, gender, immigration, and popular culture. Hence, 

continuity exists as regards the research interest of former faculty such as Heinz Förster’s 

interest in mass literature. High school students in the GDR were actually particularly curious 

about every-day life in the U.S.A., which, however, “because of the importance accorded to 

politicizing did not figure prominently in school books.”173 Today’s American Studies 

Department continues to supply answers in that field. At this point there exist exchange 

programs with Mount Holyoke College in South Hadley, Massachusetts, the University of 

Miami in Florida, and Ohio University in Athens, Ohio. 

 In 1995 Twin Peaks was founded, the newsletter of the American Studies Department 

of Leipzig University, which is published twice a year. It contains excerpts of travel journals 

such as the report on a study tour to the U.S.A. in the fall of 1996, which occurred in the 

context of Hartmut Keil’s seminar on “The Culture of Black America in the South”;174 Keil 

organized three more such study trips in the fall of 1999, 2002, and 2006.175 Moreover, Twin 

Peaks prints short scholarly articles, such as a guest lecture by Susan Burch in the context of a 

Fulbright Lecture Series. Burch is professor at Gallaudet University in Washington, D.C., the 

only institution of higher learning for the hearing-impaired; classes there are taught in 

American Sign Language (ASL).176 Twin Peaks conducted interviews with the American 

writer T. C. Boyle177 or with the U.S. Consul Generals in Leipzig Fletcher M. Burton (2002-

05)178 and Mark Scheland (2005-).179 The cooperation with the U.S. Consulate General across 

the street is close and fruitful, e.g., thanks to the U.S. Consulate General various guest lectures 

and Fulbright Lecture Series were organized in the past. 

 Hartmut Keil was very successful in building up an American Studies library. During 

his time as Acting Director of the German Historical Institute in Washington, D.C., he 

organized a substantial book-drive for Leipzig in the United States; thanks also to the German 

embassy more than 100 boxes with books were shipped to Leipzig in August 1994. All in all 

about 15,000 volumes and journals were added to the library. The most substantial part (ca. 

5,000 volumes) was donated by Madeleine Freidel, whose late husband Frank Freidel had 

been professor at Harvard University; his field of expertise had been the New Deal.180 A 

special issue of Twin Peaks was published in honor of the inauguration of the Frank Freidel 

Memorial Library on 14 May 1997. The event was also attended by Mrs. Freidel, her oldest 

son, and Harvard Professor Bernhard Bailyn.181

 In 1996 the first graduates of the new American Studies Department at Leipzig 

University founded the American Studies Alumni Association (ASAA), which has its own 

website.182 Since 2002 the ASAA has invited new graduates of the Leipzig Department of 
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American Studies to a graduation party to be celebrated annually in spring.183 The ASAA also 

organizes lecture series, events for both alumni and students, and a regular meeting entitled 

“American Studies and then?” – a forum in which American Studies alumni tell current 

students of their experiences on the job market. In December 2005 an ASAA Christmas 

Lecture was initiated, i.e., a scholarly lecture on a topic related to Christmas celebrations 

supplemented with candlelight, cookies, and mulled wine.184

 Today the American Studies Department of Leipzig University is a distinctive 

institute. Apart from a specific curriculum it offers guest lectures, exchange programs with the 

U.S.A., study tours, its own publication and an active alumni association that is modeled after 

similar American organizations. 
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